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Biomass burning (BB) contributes large amounts of black carbon
(BC) and particulate organic matter (POM) to the atmosphere
and contributes significantly to the earth’s radiation balance.
BB particles can be a complicated optical system, with scattering
and absorption contributions from BC, internal mixtures of BC
and POM, and wavelength-dependent absorption of POM. Large
amounts of POM can also be externally mixed. We report on the
unique ability of multi-wavelength photo-acoustic measurements
of dry and thermal-denuded absorption to deconstruct this complicated wavelength-dependent system of absorption and mixing.
Optical measurements of BB particles from the Four Mile Canyon
fire near Boulder, Colorado, showed that internal mixtures of BC
and POM enhanced absorption by up to 70%. The data supports
the assumption that the POM was very weakly absorbing at
532 nm. Enhanced absorption at 404 nm was in excess of 200%
above BC absorption and varied as POM mass changed, indicative
of absorbing POM. Absorption by internal mixing of BC and POM
contributed 19ð8Þ% to total 404-nm absorption, while BC alone
contributed 54ð16Þ%. Approximately 83% of POM mass was externally mixed, the absorption of which contributed 27ð15Þ% to
total particle absorption (at 404 nm). The imaginary refractive
index and mass absorption efficiency (MAE) of POM at 404 nm
changed throughout the sampling period and were found to be
0.007  0.005 and 0.82  0.43 m 2 g −1 , respectively. Our analysis
shows that the MAE of POM can be biased high by up to 50% if
absorption from internal mixing of POM and BC is not included.
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article emissions from biomass burning (BB) are a significant
component of global combustion-sourced black carbon (BC)
and primary particulate organic matter (POM), contributing
approximately 63% and 94%, respectively (1). The radiative impact of BB emissions at regional and global scales are significant
(2) and can create instantaneous top-of-atmosphere cooling or
warming (up to 10 s of Wm −2 ), depending on surface albedo
(3, 4). BB emissions from northern Eurasia and North America
are often efficiently transported into the Arctic (5, 6) and contribute to climate change in that region (7), including snow and ice
melt following BC deposition (8).
The radiative impacts of BB particle emissions are very different than those of particles emitted from relatively efficient (i.e.,
internal) fossil fuel (FF) combustion. Co-emission of strongly
absorbing BC and non- or mildly absorbing POM contrast to the
predominantly absorbing BC emissions of FF combustion (2, 9)
and can lead to a dominance of light scattering from the POM.
The co-emission of BC and POM can additionally lead to internal mixing, which can enhance BC absorption by serving as a
radiation lens. Such lensing may increase absorption by a factor of
two (10–12). BC particles can be associated with significant
amounts of non-BC material in the atmosphere and enhancement of ambient BC absorption is expected (13–15). Studies
of direct and indirect measures of absorption enhancement confirm they can occur in the laboratory (16–19); however, there is
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little direct evidence from field observations. Because climate
models are currently introducing enhancements to BC absorption
due to the lensing effect (e.g., 20, 21), the question arises as to
whether inclusion of this absorption term in models has sufficient
evidence from real atmospheric systems. It seems apparent that
more evidence of the occurrence and spatial and temporal distribution of the effect in the atmosphere are required.
In addition to enhanced absorption by internal mixing, POM
can itself absorb radiation in the low-visible and UV wavelengths
(9, 22–24) depending on the chemical functional groups (e.g., nitrated/polycyclic aromatics, phenols) within the POM (25, 26).
Such POM is referred to as brown carbon (BrC). Given the large
source of BB POM in the atmosphere (1), further understanding
of the absorptive properties of BB POM, especially from ambient
measurements, is needed.
In this work we present an attribution method for absorption
and mixing state using direct measurements of multi-wavelength
photo-acoustic-measured dry and thermal-denuded absorption.
A glossary of terms and abbreviations is included in Table S1.
Analysis
Over a 24-h period, two BB plume events from the same fire with
different optical properties were sampled. The analysis procedure, given in greater detail in Methods, included:
• Confirmation of BB event: Mass spectroscopic and optical markers of the particles confirmed that the plumes were consistent
with a BB event.
• Absorption enhancement in BB plumes: A measure of thermaldenuded absorption at 404 and 532 nm compared to dry
absorption at those wavelengths enabled determination of
absorption enhancements (EAbs ). EAbs-532 was found to be the
same for the two events and independent of POM mass indicating that the core and coating dimensions were relatively
stable and that the POM was nonabsorbing at 532 nm.
• Absorption enhancement in BB plumes: In contrast, EAbs-404 was
found to be dependent on POM mass due to intrinsic absorption of POM and external mixing of POM (i.e., if POM was all
internally mixed EAbs-532 would show POM mass dependence).
• Externally mixed BB organic particles: We assume a BC core
size (constrained by measurements) and using Mie theory, optimize the coating thickness until measured and modeled
EAbs-532 match. From this the extent of external mixing was
determined.
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Results and Discussion
Confirmation of Biomass Burning Event. A time series of mass and
optical properties are shown in Fig. S1. Common chemical and
optical characteristics of the particles within this plume were
similar to BB plumes from other studies. Gas-phase chemical
markers suggest that, for the majority of the measurement period,
smoldering fire conditions were dominant (27). The relationship
between the fraction of POM that is m∕z 60 (f 60 —linked to
Levoglucosin from cellulose combustion) and m∕z 44 (f 44 —
represents oxidized fraction of POM) provides evidence that a
wide range of oxidation states of POM were sampled while in the
presence of the f 60 BB marker. The data is consistent with the
analysis of BB plumes analyzed by Cubison et al. (28) (Fig. S2).
The measured absorption wavelength dependence (404–
658 nm) ranged from 1.25 to 2.3 (Table 1 and Fig. S3A), similar
to previous measurements in BB plumes (24, 29). The average
single scatter albedo (SSA) of the BB particles at 404 nm was
0.85 (Table 1 and Fig. S3B and SI Text), which compares well with
the SSA404 for Ponderosa Pine combustion particles (24) and
smoldering boreal forest fires (30, 31).
Absorption Enhancement in Biomass Burning Particles. Our key ob-

servation is that, while nonrefractory particulate matter (NR-PM)
mass (mPM-NR ) (and thus mPOM *) increased significantly within
the main BB sampling periods (defined below), the EAbs-532 varied little (1.4  0.1), whereas EAbs-404 gradually increased (from
1.7 up to 3.5) (Fig. 1 A–C). At short visible wavelengths, the
observed EAbs may contain absorption contributions from BC,
internal mixing of BC, and other material and intrinsic absorption
by POM that is either internally or externally mixed (32). The
difference in response of EAbs-532 and EAbs-404 to changes in
mPM-NR suggests that (i) the POM was very weakly, or nonabsorbing at 532 nm but absorbing at 404 nm [i.e., if lensing absorption
enhancement was the only additional absorption, EAbs-404 would
follow the same profile as EAbs-532 (32)]; (ii) the physical properties of the particles that can affect EAbs (BC core size and coating
thicknesses) were sufficiently stable as to not create significant
EAbs-532 variability; and (iii) that the absorbing POM at 404 nm
was predominately externally mixed with BC. Given that coating
thickness remained relatively constant EAbs-404 increases are
likely from increases in externally mixed absorbing POM (32).
Four time periods are defined based on the evolving mPM-NR
and EAbs (shown in Fig. 1A as the shaded areas and defined in
Table 1 and Table S2). BG1 and BG2 represent background conditions, BB dominates period BB1 and BB2 although BB2 is
likely mixed with anthropogenic pollution (morning commuter
traffic). With these time period definitions, we note a second
*Ammonium nitrate is non-absorbing (at 532 and 404 nm) (56).
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key observation. EAbs-404 , during periods BB1 and BB2, exhibited
different relationships with mPM-NR (Fig. 1B); evidence that the
absorption properties of the BrC evolved during the event. This
evolution may be from variations in the combustion conditions
of the fire, atmospheric processing, or mixing. High RH may
enhance absorption [through lensing and POM functional group
processing (17, 33)]; however, the average and maximum ambient
RH during the sampling period was 28% and 46%, respectively,
(34) and the measurement RH was &lt; ¼ 25%, making it unlikely
that RH contributed to the observed enhancements.
We emphasize that EAbs-532 contains no intrinsic POM absorption term, and it is therefore a quantity linked to internal mixing
of BC only, whereas EAbs-404 is linked to both internal and external mixtures. This clarification is important for consideration of
BB plumes where externally mixed POM, and thus intrinsic POM
absorption, is significant (9, 35, 36).
Externally Mixed Biomass Burning Organic Particles. Most of the observed POM is likely externally mixed [results above and (37)],
the extent of which can impact the observed EAbs from internal
mixing and POM absorption (32). Interpretation of our measurements in terms of the specific absorptive properties of POM, such
as RI and MAE, requires understanding of the mixing state of the
sampled aerosol.
We estimate the particle mixing state (i.e., the distribution of
NR-PM between BC-containing and non-BC particles) through a
combined optical/mass closure method where it is assumed that
(i) POM and ammonium nitrate is nonabsorbing at 532 nm and
(ii) the system can be accurately modeled using spherical particles
(see Methods). Fig. 1C and other studies suggest both of these
assumptions are valid (9, 24, 35). Core-shell Mie Theory is used
to calculate a coating growth factor (CF) for the NR-PM coating
on BC that reproduces the measured EAbs-532 (Figs. S4 and S5).
The average count median diameter from the SP2 was used to
model dCore . The BC core distribution accumulated an even coating of NR- PM such that

dTotal ¼ dCore × CF:

[1]

For reference, given the BC size distribution, to obtain EAbs ¼
1.4 (mean value at 532 nm) requires CF of 1.45, which corresponds to a coating thickness of 32 nm. Once the coating thickness
is known, the remaining mPM-NR is assumed externally mixed.
We estimate that the fraction of PM (and POM*†) mass that is
externally mixed (f PM-Ext , f POM-Ext ) is 83ð14Þ% (Fig. 2A), which
is an upper limit as the thermal denuder is unlikely to remove all
POM from BC cores. Our result compares favorably to that of
Kondo et al. (37), who measured an f POM-Ext of 83% for several
North American BB plumes. Semi-quantitative estimates of the
number fraction of non-BC-containing particles were determined
from the SP2. During BB1 and BB2, approximatley 85% of all
particles detected by the SP2 did not contain detectable BC, while
during BG1 and BG2, only 65% of the particles appeared BCfree. Note that the SP2 was not configured to produce quantitative estimates of mass of externally mixed material (see SI Text).
Biomass Burning Brown Carbon Refractive Index. Using the observed
wavelength-dependent EAbs and our estimate of the BC/POM
mixing state, a time series of the imaginary RI of the POM
(i.e. “brown carbon”) at 404 nm can be determined.
We apply Mie Theory at 404 nm to the BC core, the BC core/
NR-PM coat distribution, and the remaining externally mixed
POM and find the imaginary RI for POM (kBrC-404 ) that matches
the measured EAbs-404 (see Methods and Fig. S6). The average
count median (volume equivalent) diameter of PM from the
AMS was used to model the externally mixed POM.
†

See uncertainties and assumptions section.
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• BB brown carbon refractive index (RI): Using the core-coat
system modeled to determine POM external mixing and an externally mixed particle size distribution (constrained by measurements), the imaginary RI of POM at 404 nm (kBrC-404 )
was optimized for closure between measured and modeled
EAbs-404 . The absorption at 404 nm includes terms from BC,
BC internally mixed with POM, and externally mixed POM.
• BB absorption attribution: kBrC-404 was used to calculate the
fraction of absorption due to BC, internal mixing of BC and
POM, and externally mixed POM.
• Mass absorption efficiency (MAE) of BB organic particles: The
MAE of the POM (including enhanced absorption by internal
mixing) was determined from measurements. The effect of enhanced absorption due to internal mixing was removed (using
Mie theory and kBrC-404 ), which made the MAE of the two
events self-consistent. A significant contribution to the optical
property differences of the two events was therefore internal
mixing of nonabsorbing material.

Table 1. Average measured and derived particle optical and physical characteristics across the sampling periods
Measured
PeriodLabel-Details
BG1: Background/Low Signal
BB1: BB
BB2: BB+Anthropogenic
BG2: Background/Low Signal

Derived

SSA
404 nm

SSA
532 nm

AAE
658–404 nm

EAbs-404

EAbs-532

MAEBC
404/532

MAEPM
404/532

f POM-Ext

kBrC
404 nm

MAEBrC
404 nm m 2 g −1

0.83
0.85
0.80
0.83

0.80
0.90
0.84
0.75

1.4
2.3
2.3
1.1

1.5
2.5
2.1
1.3

1.3
1.4
1.5
1.3

5.8/5.8
5.3/5.6
6.4/5.6
6.2/6.4

8.4/7.0
12.9/8.3
13.8/8.1
7.9/7.3

0.80
0.89
0.79
0.79

0.004
0.009
0.005
0.006

0.6
1.0
1.1
0.2

The average kBrC-404 was 0.007ð0.005Þ, with the largest
kBrC-404 of 0.015 found during period BB1. The calculated
kBrC-404 suggests that there is a large variability in the optical
properties of the POM (factors of 2–3) even within the same
BB event (Fig. 2B). The average kBrC-404 for period BB1 was
found to be 0.009, which is at the lower end reported in previous
studies (16, 38, 39). Interestingly, BB2, which shows significant
absolute BrC absorption, has a kBrC-404 of around 0.005, indicating that the BrC is chemically different than that in BB1, or it has
mixed with nonabsorbing material from other sources (such as
anthropogenic POM).
Biomass Burning Absorption Attribution. Having established that
BC, internal mixing, and absorbing POM are all contributors
to the total absorption at 404 nm, we now quantitatively partition
these effects. We use the calculated CF, kBrC-404 and some additional Mie Theory modeling to calculate the fraction of total absorption due to uncoated BC (f Abs-BC ), internal mixing (f Abs-Lens ),
and BrC (f Abs-BrC ) (Methods and Fig. S7).
We find that BC absorption does not always dominate the total
absorption within the BB plume. The BC contributed 54ð16Þ%
of total 404 nm absorption while internal mixing contributed
19ð8Þ% (shown in Fig. 3B as histograms). Even though the
POM is calculated to have a kBrC-404 value significantly lower than
BC (kBrC-404 ¼ 0.01, kBC ¼ 0.71), BrC absorption from internally
and externally mixed POM contributed 27ð15Þ% of total 404 nm
absorption (Fig. 3 A and B). Despite the modest absorption properties of BrC, the large POM mass in the BB plumes (20–50 times
greater than BC mass) produced significant absorption at 404 nm.

The fractional absorption histograms for BC and lensing absorption enhancement at 532 nm are also included in Fig. 3B.
Mass Absorption Efficiency of Biomass Burning Organic Particles. The
MAE is an alternative quantitative measure of the absorptive
properties of POM. MAEBrC at 404 nm can be calculated from the
partitioned absorption and measured POM mass. Calculations of a
bulk MAEBrC are highly variable, ranging between 1–2.5 m 2 g −1
(Fig. 4A). The bulk MAEBrC includes absorption from lensing
enhancement and is an overestimate of the true MAE of the POM.
Excluding the internal mixing contribution (Fig. 3) produces actual
MAEBrC values of 0.5–1.5 m 2 g −1 (Fig. 4A) indicating that internal mixing can lead to MAEBrC overestimates of 50% or more.
Periods BB1 and BB2 have very different bulk MAEBrC (Fig. 4B);
however, when the contribution of internal mixing is removed (i.e.,
actual MAEBrC ; Fig. 4C) the MAEBrC of the previously different
periods converge, indicating that the additional POM in period
BB2 was non-absorbing at 404 nm and created additional absorption through internal mixing with BC.
Summary. In this paper we analyzed optical measurements of particles from a large Ponderosa Pine forest fire to assess the contribution of radiation absorption by BC, absorption through
internal mixing of BC with POM and ammonium nitrate (lensing
effect), and intrinsic absorption of POM (brown carbon).
We present evidence of lensing-driven enhanced absorption
at 532 nm, up to 1.7 times (mean ¼ 1.38), due to internal mixing
of biomass combustion sourced BC with POM and ammonium
nitrate.

A

B

C

Fig. 1. Measured absorption enhancements (E Abs ).
(A) Time series of E Abs-404 and E Abs-532 and NR-PM
and POM mass. One-second optical data overlaid
on the 60-second data. Horizontal solid and dashed
line indicate an E Abs of 1.0 and 1.5, respectively. Sunrise and sun set ¼ vertical dashed lines. (B and C)
E Abs-404 and E Abs-532 respectively versus NR-PM mass
colored by time periods identified in the shaded regions of A and identified in Table 1 and Table S2.
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For the BB particles studied, lensing absorption enhancement
can only occur within internal mixtures of BC and POM (or ammonium nitrate), and so it is significant that we find that 83% of
NR-PM (and POM) within this plume is externally mixed from
BC. Previous studies recognize this effect (9, 35, 37); however,
our data serves to highlight the importance of this effect on the
optics of the internal and external mixed particles.
The measured POM was very weakly absorbing or nonabsorbing at 532 nm and showed strong variability in absorption strength
at 404 nm. A time series of the imaginary refractive index for
POM (kBrC-404 ) was calculated and indicated large variability
(factors of 2–3) even within the same BB event. Three absorption
sources contributed to total absorption in the BB plume at
404 nm. The internal mixing component contributed 19ð8Þ%
of total 404 nm absorption, while both internally and externally
mixed POM contributed 27ð15Þ% even though the POM has a
kBrC value significantly lower than BC (0.01 compared to 0.71).
This is because the POM mass is a factor of 20–50 times greater

A

C

Fig. 4. Calculated mass absorption efficiencies of brown carbon at 404 nm.
(A) Time series of bulk (black) and actual MAEBrC (brown). (B) Bulk and (C)
actual MAEBrC vs mPOM colored by the periods defined in Table 1 and Table S1.

than the BC mass. As with kBrC-404 , the calculated MAEBrC were
highly variable across the BB event due in part to mixing of the
absorbing with nonabsorbing POM and increased enhancement
effect for at least one period BrC absorption from internally of
sampling. Variability may also come from differences in combustion phases of the fire.
This dataset is among the only pieces of direct evidence showing
the importance of absorption by internal mixing and externally
mixed brown carbon in BB plumes. The unique photo-acoustic
measurements of dry and thermal-denuded absorption at multiple
wavelengths reveal the complicated picture of BB particle optics
and shows the dimensions to particle absorption that is not captured by common absorption measurement methods.
Methods

B

Fig. 3. Particle absorption sources within the biomass burning plume. (A) Fraction of absorption at 404 nm by BC (f Abs-BC ), BrC (f Abs-BrC ), and internal mixing
(f Abs-Lens ). (B) Histograms of fractional absorption at 404 nm for BC, BrC and
internal mixing at 404 nm. Histograms for 532 nm included as solid lines.
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Experimental. The Four-Mile Canyon forest fire started burning on September
6. 2010, approximately 15 km from the NOAA ESRL laboratories in Boulder,
Colorado. It burned 6,200 acres of Ponderosa Pine forest and 168 houses over
11 d (40). Twenty-four hours after ignition of the fire, gas and particle sampling of the fire plume commenced through rooftop sampling ports of the
NOAA laboratory. Dry particle extinction (662, 532, and 405 nm) were measured using a cavity ring down spectrometer (CRDS, ref. 41). A photo-acoustic
aerosol absorption spectrometer (PAS) measured total absorption at 658,
532, and 404 nm (bAbs-658 , bAbs-532 , bAbs-404 ) and thermal-denuded absorption
(sample heated to 200 °C) at 532 and 404 nm (bAbs-532-BC , bAbs-404-BC ) (42).
From these measurements the following absorption-related properties were
calculated: (i) absorption enhancements at 532 and 404 nm (EAbs-532 , E Abs-404 )
using Eqs. 2 and 3; (ii) absorption angstrom exponent (AAE) using Eq. 4; and
(iii) single scatter albedo (SSA) using Eq. 5:

EAbs-532 ¼

bAbs-532
b
þ bAbs-532-Lens
¼ Abs-532-BC
;
bAbs-532-BC
bAbs-532-BC
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Fig. 2. (A) Calculated fraction of POM that is externally mixed (f POM-Ext ).
(B) Calculated imaginary refractive index of POM (kBrC-404 ). Shaded area
indicates propagated uncertainties. Histograms of each parameter shown
as inset to each graph.

bAbs-404
bAbs-404-BC
b
þ bAbs-404-Lens þ bAbs-404-BrC
¼ Abs-404-BC
;
bAbs-404-BC

EAbs-404 ¼



ðλ1 Þ
ln bbAbs
ðλ
Þ
Abs 2
 ;

AAE ¼
ln λλ12
SSA ¼

bExt -bAbs
:
bExt

[3]

[4]

[5]

EAbs values reported here are a lower limit as the thermal denuder, which
heats the aerosol to 200 °C, is unlikely to remove all of the non-BC material
(43). The PAS technique has been validated for accurate measurement of EAbs
(18) and does not show biases to POM that may occur on filter-based absorption methods (44). Total nonrefractory particle mass (mPM-NR ) and mass size
distributions were measured using an compact time-of-flight aerosol mass
spectrometer (AMS, ref. 45). mPM-NR consisted of POM (90%) and ammonium
nitrate (10%) (Fig. 1A and Fig. S8). An analysis of the mass to charge (m∕z)
ratios of 30 and 46 showed that the nitrate was associated with ammonium
rather than POM (46) (see SI Text). Black carbon mass and microphysical state
were measured using a single particle soot photometer (SP2) (15). Sample
flow was dried to &lt; ¼ 25% RH prior to measurement. Ambient RH was,
on average only 28% (34). All data were averaged from the nominal collection rate of each instrument to 1 minute. Time series of extinction, absorption, and NR-PM, POM, and BC mass are shown in Fig. S1. For the signal levels
measured and time resolution reported, measurement uncertainties are estimated as follows: AMS-38, SP2-40%, PAS 532 and 658 nm-5%, PAS
404 nm-10%, CRD dry-1%. Further details on PAS and SP2 calibration
and AMS mass balance are provided in SI Text.
Modeling. The core-shell application of Mie Theory (47) was used for further
interpretation of the data.† An average log-normal fit to all SP2-measured BC
size distributions and all AMS-measured POM and ammonium nitrate size
distributions were used to model the BC core and externally mixed material
respectively.† The average BC count median diameter from the SP2 was found
to be 140  10 nm (with a log-normal standard deviation of 1.3), which is
within reported ranges for BB BC (37, 48). The count equivalent diameter
of the NR-PM was measured by the AMS and the average found to be 190 
30 nm (with a log-normal standard deviation of 1.7), which is consistent with
previous studies of BB particles (49). Further details are provided in SI Text.

3. σAbs of the externally mixed POM is calculated using the average AMS size
distribution (σAbs-404-BrC-Ext ) †.
1
4. σAbs-404-BrC-Ext is scaled by 1−f POM
-Ext ; which ensures the absorption for the
complete system (internally mixed BC-POM and externally mixed POM)
1
has a contribution from one internally mixed particle and 1−f POM
-Ext externally mixed particles. Here we assume that absorption scales linearly with
†
volume (50).
5. E Abs-404-Mod calculated:

EAbs-404-Mod ¼

σAbs-404-BC-Lens-BrC þ σAbs-404-BrC-Ext-Scaled
;
σAbs-404-BC

6. kBrC-404 optimized until E Abs-404-mod ¼ E Abs-404 .
Calculation of Biomass Burning Absorption Attribution and Mass Absorption
Efficiency of Biomass Burning Organic Particles. (Note: Parameters with an asterisk denote measured data.)
1. Mie Theory is used to calculate two versions of absorption enhancement:

EAbs-404-All-Mod ¼
EAbs-404-NoBrC-Mod ¼

mPM-NR-Int ¼

mBC
× f PM-NR ;
f BC

[6]

mPM-NR-Int
;
mPM-NR

8. assume that the extent of external mixing of PM is the same as that of
POM†:

f PM-NR-Ext¼ f POM-Ext :

[8]

Calculation of Biomass Burning Brown Carbon Refractive Index.
1. 404 nm σAbs of the BC core (σAbs-404-BC ) is calculated using assumed RIs†;
2. 404 nm σAbs of the BC core coated in absorbing POM (initial guess at
kBrC-404 ) according to the optimized CF (σAbs-404-BC-Lens-BrC ) is calculated;
14806 ∣
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σAbs-404-BC-Lens-BrC − σAbs-404-BrC-Int
;
σAbs-404-BC

[11]

[12]

3. Lensing absorption enhancement of the coated particles is calculated:

bAbs-404-Lens ¼ ðEAbs-404-NoBrC-Mod − 1Þ × bAbs-404-BC :

[13]

4. Fraction of 404-nm absorption due to BC, non-BC absorption, additional
BC absorption due to lensing, and BrC is calculated (f Abs-BC , f Abs-NonBC ,
f Abs-Lens and f Abs-BrC ):

f Abs-BC ¼

bAbs-404-BC
;
bAbs-404

[14]

f Abs-NonBC ¼ 1 − f Abs-BC ;

[15]

bAbs-404-Lens
;
bAbs-404

[16]

f Abs-Lens ¼

f Abs-BrC ¼ 1 − f Abs-BC − f Abs-Lens :

[17]

5. MAE for POM including BrC and lensing absorption enhancement
(MAEBrC-Lens ), and for POM including just BrC absorption (MAEBrC ) is calculated.

MAEBrC-Lens ¼

[7]

[10]

bAbs-404-Lens-BrCInt ¼ ðEAbs-404-All-Mod − 1Þ × bAbs-404-BC :

7. calculate the mass fraction of externally mixed NR-PM (f PM-NR-Ext ) by comparison of mPM-NR-Int to mPM-NR measured by the AMS

f PM-NR-Ext ¼ 1 −

σAbs-404-BC-Lens-BrC
;
σAbs-404-BC

σAbs-404-BC : σAbs due to a BC core of diameter d Core.
σAbs-404-BC-Lens-BrC : σAbs of the BC core coated in absorbing POM with particle diameter of d Total ðCF × d Core Þ. Includes absorption from BC core, lensing effect of coatings on BC and intrinsic absorption of coating.
Calculated imaginary refractive index for POM (kBrC-404 ) is used.
σAbs-404-BrC-INT : As for σAbs-404-BC-Lens-BrC but with a nonabsorbing core having the same real RI for the core and coat. This determines the intrinsic
absorption cross section of just the absorbing POM coating. Effects of lensing are removed.
2. Non-BC absorption of the coated particles is calculated:

Calculation of Externally Mixed Biomass Burning Organic Particles. For each
data point in the time series we
1. apply a CF to the BC core distribution and calculate the absorption crosssection (σAbs ) using assumed RIs†;
2. calculate E Abs-532-Mod from σAbs of the core and coated distributions;
3. optimized CF until the Mie Theory-calculated EAbs-532-Mod matches EAbs-532 ;
4. calculate the volume fraction of core and coating material by applying the
optimized CF to the core distribution;
5. calculate the mass fraction of BC (f BC ) and the POM/ammonium nitrate
(f PM-NR ) using assumed densities of BC and for POM/ammonium nitrate†;
6. calculate the mass of coating (internally mixed NR-PM, mPM-NR-Int ) by anchoring f BC to BC mass (mBC from SP2)

[9]

MAEBrC ¼

bAbs-404 − bAbs-404-BC
;
mPOM

[18]

bAbs-404 − ðbAbs-404-BC þ bAbs-404-Lens Þ
: [19]
mPOM

Uncertainties and Assumptions. Throughout the analysis of the data presented, certain assumptions have been made, and, where possible, uncertainties assigned to these assumptions. These uncertainties were then used to
determine the uncertainty range in the parameters derived through the
modeling procedures using a Monte Carlo simulation (100 simulations).
We assume:
1. Mie Theory can be used to model this system (i.e., spherical particles) (9,
24, 35);
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a. BC density was assumed to be 1.8ð0.1Þ g cm −3 (52);
b. POM/Ammonium nitrate density was assumed to be 1.4ð0.1Þ g cm −3
(54).
c. Complex refractive indices (RI) for BC of 1.85 þ 0.71i (52) and NR-PM of
1.5 þ 0.0i (55)
d. A RI uncertainty of 0.1 for BC and the real RI for NR-PM.

2. absorption scales linearly with volume (50);
3. the data for the total AMS-measured mass shows it is composed of POM
and ammonium nitrate mass. We assume that both POM and ammonium
nitrate are involved in coating of BC and the extent of external mixing
of both species is the same. The tight correlation between POM and
total PM mass (Fig. S8) indicates that POM and ammonium nitrate vary
consistently.
4. Particle size distributions can be represented by a log-normal function (51)
and the variability in the log-normal fits to the BC and NR-PM size distributions across the sampling period is captured by uncertainties of
10 nm for BC and 30 nm for NR-PM.
5. Densities and refractive indices (and uncertainties) for BC and NR-PM were
chosen from assessment of various studies (16, 52, 53).

